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Johann Strauss, Jr. (1825-99), is best known today for his nearly 500 tuneful waltzes, and his 

comic operettas. Die Fledermaus, his most popular, has remained one of the most enduring 

German operettas since it premiered in Vienna in 1874. An operetta, it should be noted, differs 

from a full opera due to the inclusion of spoken dialogue. In his own day, Strauss was known as 

a prominent violinist and conductor, most affectionately called “The Waltz King;” as his father 

(Johann Sr.) was known as “The Father of the Waltz.” After the death of his father in 1849, 

Johann Jr. merged his orchestra with his fathers’ – making regular tours of Europe between 1856 

and 1886. Upon invitation, he toured the United States in 1872, and then returned to Vienna to 

focus his energy on composing stage works.  

 

Der Zigeunerbaron, or “The Gypsy Baron,” was his second most successful operetta, premiering 

in October of 1885, in Vienna. His intent was to create the same kind of popular success that he 

garnered a decade earlier with Die Fledermaus, but health issues delayed his efforts. Der 

Zigeunerbaron took two years to complete, barely making the premier – presented in honor of 

his own sixtieth birthday – an occasion that was celebrated throughout Austria. This operetta is 

a delightful mix of light waltzing figures and exotic Gypsy flavors, which, is aurally apparent in 

the overture itself. Strauss was not unfamiliar with Hungarian and Gypsy influences, as his 

family history contained Jewish and Hungarian heritage, something the family had tried to 

keep hidden since settling in Austria nearly a century earlier.  

 

Sir William Walton (1902-83) was an eminent English composer who began composing as a 

chorister at Christ Church, Oxford. He did not formally graduate from Oxford, considering 

himself to be unconventional. In 1926, he turned his ear towards classically-oriented music, 

foregoing a career in the more fashionable sounds of the 1920s. His oratorio Belshazzar’s Feast 

displays a mature sense of form, harmony, and expression to the extent that he was regarded as 

an English Master in the tradition of Elgar and Handel. He was a modernist in the sense that he 

accepted many influences and resources in his compositions, but retained a keen sense of 

tonality.  

 

Walton composed a modest number of orchestral works, including two symphonies, and 

concertos for the violin, viola, and cello. The Concerto for Viola was completed mid-year in 1929 

– premiering in October that same year – with the famous German composer and violist Paul 

Hindemith as soloist. The Concerto for Violin was completed ten years later in 1939, and the 

Concerto for Cello in 1957; therefore, the Concerto for Viola was the first of his three major 



contributions to the genre. The Concerto for Viola was originally intended for the English violist 

Lionel Tertis, who declined the invitation to play the premier, but would later become a 

champion of the work. Tertis shamefully admitted, in his own writings, the extent of his regret 

in declining the premier. It was he that referred Hindemith to the composer as a replacement. 

Walton eventually revised the work in 1962, reducing the total number of instruments in the 

wind ensemble, completely removing the tuba, and adding the harp: both editions were 

authorized by Walton for performances. The musical style of the Concerto for Viola was heavily 

influenced by the compositions of Sergei Prokofiev, especially his First Violin Concerto, which, 

served as the model for Walton.  

 

Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953) was a Russian composer who died only hours before Stalin, 

regarded by many as his official nemesis. Prokofiev was prolific, composing eight ballets, eight 

concertos, seven operas, and seven symphonies; but he is best known today for his suite Peter 

and the Wolf. His most influential teacher was Rimsky-Korsakov, with whom he studied 

orchestration. Often labelled a futurist, Prokofiev nurtured his own addiction to dissonance, 

writing in a grotesque and primitive fashion. He settled in Paris in 1920, where he enjoyed an 

association with Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, but returned to Soviet Russia in 1929. He composed 

some of his most enduring works following his return home, including Peter and the Wolf, 

Alexander Nevsky, Romeo and Juliet, and War and Peace.  

 

Prokofiev had a difficult career in Russia, where he was accused of decadence: a harsh claim to 

overcome during the communist reign. He later admitted that his obsessions with atonality and 

polytonality were caused by his stay in Paris, blaming the French for his dalliance. In an effort 

to reflect the new ideals of Russia, he described his Symphony No. 7 in c-sharp minor, Op. 131, 

as “youthful,” trying to gain favor with the Soviet establishment who had relegated him to a life 

of poverty. Symphony No. 7 was completed in 1952, one year before he passed away. Set in four 

movements, the work is both lyrical and melancholic, employing a large orchestra with 

expanded wind, brass, and percussion sections, and piano. Eugene Ormandy was the first to 

record the work in the United States – with the Philadelphia Orchestra – and he was also the 

first to record the revised ending, which, Prokofiev had changed to make the work more up-

beat. The sentimental nature of Symphony No. 7 comes from Prokofiev’s race against time: his 

own failing health and eventual death. He suffered a series of heart attacks in 1941; and a 

concussion in 1945 that would further complicate his efforts to compose. Prokofiev was honored 

– posthumously – with the Lenin Prize for Symphony No. 7 in 1957.  
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